
 

 

 

Abstract— Due to the limited bandwidth and continuous growth 

of users make the IT managers focus on the strategies concerning 

bandwidth allocation. Thus, managing the bandwidth in campus 

networks has become one of the challenges in recent years.  This 

paper introduces a mechanism for bandwidth allocation based on the 

users’ web usage patterns. The main purpose is to set a higher 

bandwidth to the users who are inclined to browsing educational 

websites compared to those who are not. In attaining this proposed 

technique, a hybrid data mining approach were done which 

composed of preprocessing of the weblogs, class labeling of the 

dataset, computation of the feature subspaces, training for the 

development of the ANN for LDA/GSVD algorithm, and 

visualization. The proposed method was applied to real weblogs from 

university’s proxy servers which include 104 active users. The results 

indicate that the proposed method is useful in classifying those users 

who used the internet in an educational way and those who are not. 

Thus, the developed ANN for LDA/GSVD algorithm outperformed 

the existing algorithm up to 50% which indicates that this approach is 

efficient. Based on the results, 35.06% of the users browsed 

educational contents. Through this technique, users will be 

encouraged by using the internet for educational purposes. Moreover, 

IT managers can make better decisions to optimize the allocation of 

bandwidth resources. 

 

Keywords— Bandwidth Allocation, Linear Discriminant 

Analysis, Neural Network for LDA/GSVD, Web Usage Patterns s.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the essential challenges in managing multi-service 

computer networks such as university networks is to control 

the bandwidth efficiently which plays a critical role in many 

internet services [1]. Thus, allocating bandwidth in a fair and 

efficient way is a central issue in networking due to its 

limitation [2] and because of that many scientists have focused 

on fairness goals in bandwidth management [1]. Also, 

bandwidth allocation is crucial in network design, deployment, 

and maintenance [3]. 

Due to the importance of bandwidth allocation, this study 

aims to provide a new mechanism for allocating bandwidth to 

network users by utilizing the weblogs that are stored in the 
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proxy servers [4]. These weblogs contain latent information of 

the network users that can be used to discover user patterns 

through the use of data mining techniques such as 

classification which includes C4.5, ID3, K-Nearest Neighbor 

(KNN) classifier, Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and Linear 

Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [5-7]. 

 To discover users’ web usage patterns from the weblogs, 

LDA was used since it is the most reliable trained 

classification model compare to the others and has been used 

extensively in the past decades for dimensionality reduction, 

recognition, and supervised classification [5]. Further, LDA 

has the advantage in seeking projection vector that yields 

optimal discrimination between distinct groups of observations 

[8]. However, it cannot deal with unlabeled datasets [9, 10] 

and fails when there exists a singularity of matrix due to small 

sample size (SSS) problem [11-13]. Thus, this study aims as 

well to address the two issues of LDA before it is applied to 

the weblogs to identify patterns. Typically weblogs are 

unlabeled, and due to the dynamic data that composes it, SSS 

problem can occur. 

There were several ways to manage the unlabeled dataset 

most common method approach is making LDA unsupervised 

by utilizing clustering algorithms [9, 14-16]. With that, Self-

Organizing Map (SOM) was employed in creating the clusters 

or making of the class labels because it is an unsupervised 

learning technique to discover patterns to the dataset and it can 

deal with high dimensional data [17]. It is also an example of 

an artificial neural network architecture which makes it fast 

and robust [18, 19].  

In dealing with SSS problem in LDA, several solutions have 

been proposed such as in the studies of [13, 20-23]. But the 

most common approach is the application of Generalized 

Singular Value Decomposition on LDA (GSVD) [24] which is 

widely used by various discriminant analysis techniques [25]. 

It is also the most common method for solving the matrix 

singular problems in many mathematical computations [25, 

26]. Further, GSVD in LDA (LDA/GSVD) provides high 

recognition accuracy that is why many researchers used and 

developed variance of it [27]. However, GSVD suffers from 

computational cost which can cause a longer time in 

classifying datasets when applied to LDA [27-29]. Moreover, 

if there is a new instance for classification in the existing 
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LDA/GSVD, the whole process of the algorithm will be 

repeated from the very start. 

In solving the problems of the existing LDA/GSVD, the 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm was developed. 

The ANN algorithm eliminates the mathematical computations 

and numerous iterations that are involved in the existing 

LDA/GSVD algorithm which compromise time complexity 

making it less efficient. Further, with this method, learning can 

be done from the weblog and classification to each instance, 

whether new or previously part of the training or testing, will 

be faster because it will not go back to the start of the whole 

procedure. The use of ANN in developing the algorithm has 

the advantage of accuracy because it provides a faster 

response. Also, ANN was equipped with the distinctiveness of 

parallel processing, non-linear mapping, associative memory 

and offline/online learning abilities [30, 31]. 

Hence, the primary purpose of the study is to introduce a 

new mechanism for allocating bandwidth to the users which 

can be used mainly on the university’s networks. This 

proposed bandwidth allocation mechanism can help the 

network administrator or those who manage the network in 

school in identifying the users who educationally utilized the 

internet. This approach can also assist them in their decision 

and policy-making concerning the utilization of the internet. 

This new technique utilized the weblogs from the proxy server 

which was used for discovering the users’ web usage patterns 

through the use of ANN for unsupervised LDA/GSVD. The 

idea is that users will be assigned with higher bandwidth if 

they are classified or inclined in accessing more on educational 

websites; otherwise, they will have a lower bandwidth. With 

this approach, it encourages the users in the campus to engage 

more in accessing educational contents, be focused in their 

studies especially the students, and the faculty and staff will be 

more active in research and development.  For LDA to work 

efficiently in determining users who browsed more educational 

websites or not, SOM was used for class labeling, and ANN 

for LDA/GSVD was employed for faster classification and 

computation of the feature subspaces. These feature subspaces 

separate well the users according to their web usage patterns. 

The results of this study will be an excellent contribution to the 

continuous development in the area of computer networking. 

  

II. METHODS 

  In attaining this new bandwidth allocation approach, the 

ANN for LDA/GSVD algorithm must be developed first 

because it will be used in discovering users’ web usage 

patterns. Thus, this algorithm will be used to visualize 

appropriately the groups of users who are inclined to accessing 

educational sites and those who are not. The process of 

developing algorithm is presented in figure 1 which shows four 

(4) major stages these are preprocessing, class labeling, 

computation of feature subspaces, and ANN training.  

A. Preprocessing 

In this step, the unnecessary instances from the weblogs will 

be removed. This also includes the identification of the 

category of the website and who requests for it. There are four 

(4) objects involve in preprocessing these are the weblog, 

captive portal log, shallalist files, and the predefined 

educational sites. The weblog and captive portal log were 

taken from the proxy servers in Misamis University, Ozamiz 

City, Philippines. It is composed of the logs in the 1st semester 

of 2017-2018. It mainly contains the websites accessed by the 

wired and wireless users while the captive portal log includes 

the date and time when the users login or use the internet. This 

captive portal log [32] will be used to identify the specific user 

who requests the particular website. The shallalist file contains 

the category of websites which will be utilized in determining 

where the requested website belongs [33, 34]. Lastly, the 

predefined educational sites is a file that contains lists of 

educational websites which will prevail even though they are 

differently categorized in the shallalist. Table 1 presents the 

algorithm for the preprocessing. 
TABLE I: PREPROCESSING ALGORITHM 

Algorithm: Preprocessing Algorithm 

1. Read log entry from weblog file 

2. if(weblog.mime=”text/html” AND weblog.status=200 AND 

weblog.method=”GET”) { 

3. site=GetDomain(weblog.URL);    

4. user=GetUserAccount();   

5. if(IsNewLogin(user)=true) { 

6.         if(GetSiteCategory(site)=”Education” OR 

IsPredefinedSite(site)=true) { 

7.                num_educ=GetNumEduc(user)+1; 

8.         } else { 

9.                num_not_educ= GetNumNotEduc(user)+1; 

10.         } 

11.        UpdateSitesAccessed(user); 

12. } 

13. } 

14. Repeat 1 and 2 until EOF encountered 

15. Generalize all the users with respect to their number of educational 

and noneducational sites. 

16. End the process 

B. Class Labelling 

After the preprocessing, the generalized data is unlabeled 

and because of that class labeling is imperative for the 

LDA/GSVD to work. SOM is employed to create these 

clusters which become the class labels. 

C. Computation of Feature Subspaces 

At this point, the dataset has been labeled and ready for 

actual computation of the feature subspaces. For the ANN 

architecture to learn, predict, and classify the users’ web usage 

patterns, the feature subspaces must be derived from that 

existing LDA/GSVD algorithm. These feature subspaces are 

actual points where the users belong, and these are used for 

further visualization of the classification of the users. Thus, it 

is the current algorithm that is used so that the accuracy of the 

developed ANN algorithm will be the same. 

D. ANN Training 

The tansigmoid transmission function was used as the 

activation function in the hidden layers. The network is formed 

from 2 input variables which are the dimensions or the 
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frequency of the educational websites and noneducational 

websites per user, and the corresponding three output variables 

which are the expected feature subspaces and class label. 

These dimensions and feature subspaces will be used in 

training and testing. As for the number of hidden layer nodes, 

70% of the input values were allocated for training samples, 

and 30% for the testing. Moreover, Bayesian Regularization 

Back Propagation (BRBP) [35, 36] was employed to train the 

network. 

After saving the trained network, it will become a module or 

subroutine that will be used to solve the expected new feature 

subspaces of the inputs. Thus, the algorithm shown in table 2 

is for the proposed bandwidth allocation mechanism. Further, 

the architecture of the trained network which is used to 

separate the groups of users according to their web usage 

patterns is presented in figure 2.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Training process for the development of the ANN for LDA/GSVD 

algorithm. 

 

 

TABLE II: PROPOSED BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION MECHANISM 

ALGORITHM 

Algorithm: Bandwidth Allocation Mechanism Algorithm 

1. Open Dataset 

2. Get each user’s total number of educational and noneducational 

websites. 

3. Compute the corresponding feature subspaces and determine the class 

label using the ANN for LDA/GSVD. 

4. Classify and visualize the user’s web usage pattern.   

5. Allocating bandwidth to the user.  

6. Repeat 1 and 2 until EOF encountered 

7. End Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Architecture of the Trained ANN for LDA/GSVD used in 

determining Users’ Web Usage Pattern and Bandwidth Allocation 

 

 As shown in figure 2, the inputs to the trained ANN for 

GSVD are the dimensions or the total number of educational 

and noneducational by each user. The trained network will 

compute the feature subspaces and classify the users’ web 

patterns. In viewing the actual separation of the users 

according to their patterns, visualization will be presented as 

well to find out the density of the users who manage to browse 

educational websites and those who are not. This visualization 

can be a great help for the network administrators or IT 

managers in allocating the specific amount of bandwidth. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Actual Dataset 

After the preprocessing step, it was identified that there are 

a total of 104 active users in specific network nodes for the 1st 

semester of school year 2017-2018. Therefore, this study used 

a dataset that has 104 instances and two dimensions. Figure 3 

shows the graph that corresponds to the total number of 

educational websites and noneducational websites that were 

accessed by the users.  Table 3 shows some instances of the 

dataset. User accounts were replaced with “User 1”, “User 2”, 

and etc.  
TABLE III: PARTS OF THE DATASET 

Active Users Educational Websites 
Noneducational 

Websites 

User 1 243 329 

User 2 154 489 

User 3 283 77 

User 4 204 44 

User 5 54 443 

After preprocessing, class labeling comes in. Table 4 

presents the number of users belongs to the classes. 
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TABLE IV: FREQUENCY OF THE CLASSES 

Class Label Number of Network Users 

1 27 

2 77 

B. Computation and Visualization of the Feature Subspaces 

using the Existing LDA/GSVD Algorithm 

Once all the instances of the dataset are labeled, the 

computation of the feature subspaces was done. It took 4 

seconds for the existing LDA/GSVD to finish the whole 

process.  Figure 3 shows the graph for the feature subspaces 

separating the classes. Each point in the graph represents a 

user. Thus, class 1 composed of fewer users compared to class 

2. It is noticeable that all data points are appropriately 

separated for better visualization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Graph of the dataset after applying the existing LDA/GSVD 

C. Training for the development of ANN for LDA/GSVD 

algorithm 

After getting all the necessary values such as class labels 

and feature subspaces, training will be next. This study used 

the performance functions, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) 

and Regression (R), to conduct the performance evaluation of 

the ANN for LDA/GSVD. MSE is the average squared 

difference between observed output values from ANN and the 

targets introduced in the training dataset for the training 

samples. A small MSE value means that the developed ANN 

algorithm can obtain insignificant error. Regression (R) 

calculates the correlation between outputs and targets. When 

values of R are equal to 1, it means a close relationship, and if 

R is equal to 0, there is a random relationship [36]. Thus, table 

5 shows that the developed algorithm has high accuracy 

because of lower MSE values and the value of Regression (R) 

for the training, and testing is 1.  
TABLE V: PERFORMANCE OF THE ANN FOR LDA/GSVD USING 

BRBP 

Dataset Sample MSE Regression 

Training 0.6945 1 

Testing 0.7336 1 

D. Computation and Visualization of the Feature Subspaces 

using the ANN for LDA/GSVD Algorithm 

It is noticeable that figure 4 which presents the classification 

of the data using the enhanced algorithm is very much similar 

to figure 3 which utilized the existing LDA/GSVD. It is a 

manifestation that the accuracy of the improved LDA/GSVD 

maintains the accuracy of current LDA/GSVD algorithm. 

Thus, if a new user joins the network, this developed algorithm 

can be used directly in identifying his/her web usage patterns 

whereas the existing LDA/GSVD, it’s the whole algorithm that 

will be executed and all the instances of the dataset will be 

considered during the process. With that, the existing 

algorithm can be exhaustive especially when there is a new 

instance added to the dataset. The whole process took 2 

seconds. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Graph of the dataset after applying the ANN for LDA/GSVD 

Algorithm 

Table 6 presents the computational costs of two algorithms. 

It is evident that the enhanced LDA/GSVD improved the 

computational cost by 50%. The values for the computational 

costs may be too small because there are only 104 instances 

that composed the dataset.  
TABLE VI: COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF THE EXISTING AND 

ENHANCED ALGORITHMS 

Algorithm 
Computational Cost or 

Total Execution Time 

Existing LDA/GSVD 4 seconds 

ANN for LDA/GSVD 2 seconds 

Improvement of the Enhanced LDA/GSVD 50% 

E. Bandwidth Allocation 

Based on the visualization of the feature subspaces, it can be 

seen that users who belong to class 1 are those individuals who 

are inclined to doing research or browsing educational 

websites. There are 27 users belong to class 1 who should be 

given a higher bandwidth compared to the users in class 2. For 

this case, the algorithm for assigning bandwidth to each user is 

presented in table 7; these are the particular lines of 

instructions to the step 5 of the algorithm shown in table 2. 

The IT manager must define the values for the higher and 

lower bandwidths. 
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TABLE VII: ALLOCATING BANDWIDTH TO EACH USER 

Algorithm: Allocating bandwidth to each user 

1. if(user belongs to class 1) 

2.         setHigherBandwidth(user, higher_bandwidth_value); 

3. else    

4.         setLowerBandwidth(user, lower_bandwidth_value); 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

  In this study, focusing on the web usage patterns in 

bandwidth allocation, a hybrid data mining technique based on 

clustering, ANN, and discriminant analysis was presented and 

applied on a real weblog of a university network. The main 

result is that this method is useful in assigning bandwidth to 

the users. Thus, simulation results showed that discovering of 

the users’ web usage patterns can be done faster using the 

developed ANN for LDA/GSVD algorithm. Besides, the 

enhanced algorithm is efficient while maintaining the accuracy 

of the existing algorithm. Through this proposed approach, 

network administrators, IT managers, or those who manage the 

school’s network could identify those users that will be 

allocated with higher bandwidth. With this method, the limited 

bandwidth in the campus will be appropriately utilized for 

educational purposes. Further, the results of this study could 

provide IT managers with useful knowledge to develop their 

decisions and policies regarding the utilization of the internet 

especially that there are only 35.06% of the active users who 

used the internet in educational purposes.   
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